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The Interne!, a militan/ creation, is a collection of
services shaped by its users, and offers the rapid
transfer of vast quantities of information. Already there
is concern that Developing World countries may be left
behind by this revolution in information availability.
Psychiatrists need to be aware of the type of facility
the information in the superhighway provides, so that the
useful aspects can be refined and directed. The type of
facilities in use now by psychiatrists around the world is
briefly described.

In 1969 the American military set up ARPAnet, a
network of computers that would be able to
withstand partial destruction. Its design was
based on the assumption that control of data
flow from a central hub would make a network
vulnerable to attack. To overcome this the
ARPAnet's designers determined that every com
puter on the network should be able to commu
nicate with every other. Thus data flow would be
re-routed if part of the network was destroyed.
The ARPAnet rapidly expanded to encompass
other United States government institutions. In
the 1980s many universities and businesses
developed local networks. These were linked with
each other and with the government network.
This 'network of networks' was named the

Internet. From a thousand or so systems in the
mid-1980s, the Internet had grown to an esti
mated 30 000 networks by 1994 with more than
25 million people having access to it. These linked
computers are a repository for databases holding
information for businesses and educational cen
tres. Thousands of discussion groups with
specialised interests in topics ranging from
cross-stitch to molecular biology link like-minded
people across the Internet.

Psychiatry resources on the Internet
Although formal lists of Internet resources exist,
and are useful starting points, they quickly go out
of date. This article was compiled by using a
combination of indexes and some of the compu
terised searching tools of the Internet to find the
types of information on offer for psychiatrists.
Exploring the Internet in this way is termed
"surfing the "net".

Library faculties
Most libraries offer on-line telephone or local CD-
ROM literature searching and both are immen
sely useful tools. However, on-line systems
usually have to be searched for (and not by) the
person wanting the information. Local facilities
are often busy and it can take some time to do a
thorough search. Being able to search from home
or office, or with a portable computer and mobile
phone from anywhere, at any time is one of the
advantages of the Internet. Subscription and
usage charges are usually levied by the providers
of such facilities but usefully the British Medical
Association provide free Mediine literature
searching for their members. This facility along
with their library catalogue can be accessed by a
direct call to London, or from any point on the
Internet (Elameer, 1993).

CompuServe, the large USA-based electronic
message and conferencing system, carries many
searchable databases, and now includes a full
Internet access in a reduced subscription. Paper-
chase and Knowledge index hold several data
bases useful to psychiatrists such as Mediine,
Index Medicus and a variety of others covering
psychology, pharmacology and medical adminis
tration. CompuServe access is simple from the
UK. Their network is linked to, but not part of, the
Internet. The Internet also holds library catalo
gues, dictionaries and international disease
classifications all of which can be searched. The
54 000 titles currently received by the British
Library Document Supply Centre and 170 000
journals that have ceased publication can be
ordered on-line after searching by title and then,
for a charge, sent on by fax. The National Library
of Medicine, which holds over 4.5 million books
and other audio-visual items, provides a number
of on-line services including databases on the
neurosciences and psychiatry. The American
Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry
publish details of their information sheets on
such matters as the depressed child, teenage
suicide, and child sexual abuse. A wide variety of
newspapers can be searched on-line, in many
cases including the full text of news items. A
number of international medical bulletins are
circulated. 'NIBnews' describes Brazilian and
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Latin-American activities in healthcare and med
icine. The 'Handicap Digest' is only distributed

electronically and consists of articles relating to
handicap taken from various news groups and
other electronic conferences such as Chronic
Pain, Spinal Injury and Rare Conditions.

Various universities use the Internet to in
form about their research activities and adver
tise courses and posts. The Canadian
government has produced a 'conversational
hypertext' system. This is a search program

that can interpret questions typed in plain
English. A demonstration version is available
over the Internet and will accept questions
about AIDS and epilepsy.

File archives
Collections of psychiatry-oriented flies of text,
data or software exist, although much more is
buried within medical and other file areas. These
files can be downloaded and include programmes
on symptom ratings, suicide assessment, beha
viour modification, computer assisted learning
and statistical analysis.

Electronic mail and listservers
Electronic mail (e-mail) is perhaps the simplest
facility offered by the Internet. Files and messages
can be sent from one user to another, usually
taking just a few minutes to reach their destina
tion. Unlike fax these messages can be sent for
the price of a local phone call and because the
information reaches the recipient in electronic
form the file can be imported into the readers'

own programmes for further manipulation. This
is very useful for people engaged in collaborative
work, for example the text of this article hastravelled some 5000 'electronic' miles between the

authors during its development.
A listserver is an automatic mailing list, usually

relating to a specific subject. Once a person is
registered all subsequent discussion on that
subject is then sent to him/her, and any
comment or reply is then mailed to the whole
group. The fact that the individual group mem
bers may never have met each other, and mightall read their 'mail' and make their replies at

different times (in different time zones) is not at all
evident. For people wishing to review what has
been said over the past months all the messagesare stored in an 'archive' file. There are hundreds

of listservers with a psychological/psychiatric
theme.

InterPsych
Much of the information relating to mental
health has been drawn together by Interpsych.

This is an organisation with over 7000 members
drawn from disciplines as diverse as anthropol
ogy, neuroscience, pharmacology, psychiatry
and sociology. It runs a large number of lists
or 'scholarly electronic conferences' with a

predominantly psychiatric/psychology flavour.
The Internet offers the possibility of rapid
dissemination of research data, and ease in
conducting discussions over disciplinary and
geographic boundaries. In order to encourage
the use of the Internet in psychiatry Interpsych
produces an electronically distributed journal
containing general information concerning devel
opments within Interpsych, current events in
mental health, mental health resources on the
Internet as well as listing physical and electronic
conferences and employment opportunities
around the world. One of their most ambitious
projects is the setting up of a 'Virtual Campus'
for mental health. Further details of the Inter-
Psych system are sent to people joining the mail-
lists.

News groups
The news network, or 'Usenet' is a diverse
collection of 24-hours-a-day discussions between
large numbers of people. These conversations (or
newsgroups) are divided into streams of subjects,
and operate a bit like listservers, but with a
higher level of activity. Examples of newsgroups
include discussions on medicine, AIDS and
psychology.

The future
The rapid growth of Internet will continue. This
year will see the UK government providing more
on-line information which could include text of
ministers' speeches, health policy documents and

in time perhaps even league tables for hospitals.
Our College could use e-mail to distribute
documents rapidly and cheaply to its members
and even consider using the Internet to publish
fact sheets on illness and treatments for the
public. Help lines could be created to provide
professionals with rapid advice on treatment and
diagnosis. It is anticipated that universities and
other bodies will increasingly use the Internet for
educational courses up to degree standard and
beyond.

How to access the Internet
There are two ways to access the Internet. The
first is to use a university or medical school
computer with a direct Internet link. The second
is to use a personal computer with a modem to
dial into a network over the telephone. The
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cheapest but not necessarily the easiest network
to access in this way is the local university but
registering could be difficult for those without an
academic contract. Alternatively one can
subscribe to one of a number of commercial
organisations such as CompuServe or Demon.
These companies will often have sophisticated
software interfaces and offer access to on-line
encyclopaedias, software, news and much more.
Competition between providers is fierce, and
special offers abound.

We moderate an Internet newslist on compu
ters in mental health. To join send the followingmessage 'subscribe computers-in-mental-health'

to listserv@netcom.com.
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